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Abstract
Cerebral radionecrosis is a rare, late iatrogenic complication that occurs after more than six months from the start of treatment in irradiated patients for undifferentiated nasopharyngeal carcinoma. This could be explained by the conjunction of vascular, glial and immunological lesions. This may involve the patient's functional and vital prognosis. Conventional MRI (Magnetic resonance imaging), coupled with spectroscopic sequences, greatly contributed to the follow-up of irradiated patients to refine the differential diagnosis between tumor recurrence and radionecrosis. Getting histological evidence by surgical excision or stereotactic biopsy remains to be discussed. Given the lack of potentially effective treatment prevention through better dosimetric planning is fundamental. We report a case in a patient treated with induction chemotherapy followed by concomitant radiochemotherapy for locally advanced nasopharyngeal cancers. The diagnosis was guided by spectroscopic MRI and the evolution was favorable under steroids.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Radiation therapy is the essential treatment for nasopharyngeal carcinomas. In order to sterilize a nasopharyngeal tumor, it is necessary to deliver doses at the limit of the tolerance of the neighboring cerebral parenchyma. In addition, the dose of radiation is usually 65 to 70 Gy, which exceeds the tolerance of brain tissue. The first case of cerebral radionecrosis was described by Fischer and Holfelder in 1930. Cases of cerebral radionecrosis reported are still rare in Morocco. The diagnosis of cerebral radionecrosis is based on clinical and neurological imaging (CT and MRI) but above all on the clinical and radiological evolution.

Through our case and a review of the literature, we will proceed to a clinical, radiological, therapeutic and evolutionary description of cerebral necrosis after irradiation for nasopharyngeal carcinoma.

2. CASE RAPPORT
a 45 year old patient, followed since 2011 for undifferentiated carcinoma type UCNT nasopharynx, initially classified: T4N1M0 with extension to the left infra-temporal fossa and presence of centimetric lymphadenopathy under maxillary fist, he benefited from a induction chemotherapy followed by concomitant radiochemotherapy at a total dose of 70 Gy : 2Gy per fraction in 35 Fractions; 5 days out of 7, over 7 weeks, combined with weekly chemotherapy with cisplatin at a dose of 30 mg / m2, with good clinical and radiological response.

At 30 months of follow-up, he presented with headache resistant to analgesic treatment, with vertigo, and memory disorders, a control CT showed secondary locations, but MRI brain (Figure.1) especially spectro-MRI (Figure.2) straightened the diagnosis in favor of radionecrosis (decrease of N-acetyl-Aspartase (NAA) increase in choline, presence of traces of lactates). The evolution was favorable under corticotherapy, the patient is still alive with good locoregional control.

Fig. 1: MRI of a brain radionecrosis: right temporal image, contrast enhancement and peri-lesional oedema.
3. DISCUSSION

The late and rare neurological complications of radiotherapy of nasopharyngeal cancers are postradiation myelopathy and cerebral radionecrosis, which occurs after more than six months after the start of treatment, 30 months in our case. Irradiation for nasopharyngeal carcinoma is the main etiology, the treatment of nasopharyngeal cancers is indeed difficult because of its highly invasive nature and proximity to critical structures such as the brain. Cerebral radionecrosis, mainly temporal, is a well-known complication and one of the most important dose-limiting factors in nasopharyngeal cancer. Its incidence rate varies between 0.95 and 14% depending on the series. It could be explained by the conjunction of vascular, glial and immunological lesions.

The most important lesions occur on small and medium-sized vessels, with endothelial proliferation and thickening of the intima, resulting in ischemic necrosis. Achieving the blood-brain barrier, due to enlargement of the glial endothelial junctions, results in plasma exudation in the parenchyma. In addition, oligodendroglial cell involvement has been observed and may explain the vulnerability of the white matter. Finally, inflammatory phenomena and local antibody production could be triggered by antigenic substances represented by glial cells lysed by irradiation. These different phenomena could associate and explain the signs observed at different stages of the lesion process. The risk factors that play a key role in the development of cerebral radionecrosis are the age of the patient with a higher risk in children and the elderly, the total dose, the duration of the irradiation and especially the dose by fraction with a protective role of split schemes.

The majority of clinical (and experimental) studies have highlighted the major role of fractional dose in the determinism of brain radionecrosis. Most authors described a large number of radionecrosis after hypofractionated radiotherapy. In contrast, complementary brachytherapy and sequential chemotherapy did not significantly influence the risk of temporal radionecrosis. However, combining concomitant platinum-salt chemotherapy with radiotherapy appears to increase the risk of cerebral radionecrosis, but this has not been demonstrated. Cerebral radionecrosis after interstitial curie-therapy is mainly described in the treatment of brain tumors. In the case of nasopharyngeal carcinoma, it is mainly radionecrosis of the nasopharyngeal wall that has been reported after brachytherapy. The dose rate seems to play a major role in the risk of radiation necrosis after brachytherapy, as well as the geometric distribution of sources in the tumor and the proximity and functional importance of surrounding healthy tissues. A comparative study conducted by Teo et al. showed no statistically significant difference in late neurologic complications between the brachytherapy boost group and the treatment group treated with external irradiation alone.

This complication occurs after a latency period whose duration is very variable, ranging from six months to 24 years. However, nearly 90% of lesions become symptomatic within five years of irradiation. This latency interval reflects the ability of the cerebral parenchyma to tolerate chronic alterations without potentially elevating intracranial pressure. The clinical symptoms are variable. It can be manifested by major symptoms, such as unconsciousness and convulsions or minor complaints, such as dizziness or memory impairment, or incidental discovery during follow-up imaging examinations in asymptomatic patients.

A study conducted by Cheung et al., evaluating the impact of cerebral radionecrosis on the severity of cognitive disorders in 50 patients irradiated for nasopharyngeal carcinoma, demonstrated a significant association between the volume of radionecrosis and the degree of cognitive disorders but also between the seat of brain injury and the type of symptoms. The temporal location, which is the most common, is associated with disorders of language, behavior and memory, vertigo, and memory disorders in our case.

Cerebral CT shows a hypodensity with mass effect that may or may not take the contrast. However, MRI in this context is more sensitive than CT. As reported by Gaucher et al., MRI can detect non-visible white matter lesions on CT scan, which remains the test of choice for monitoring patients after radiotherapy. However, in the presence of suspicious enhancement, the differential diagnosis between recurrence in the form of very exceptional cerebral metastases and radionecrosis is often difficult. The diagnostic decision is important because it results in radically different therapeutic attitudes (surveillance, systemic treatment, surgery). Multimodal MRI techniques with perfusion sequences and spectrometry greatly improve the sensitivity and specificity of the examination.
Our patient had magnetic resonance imaging coupled with spectrometry and that was in favor of radionecrosis. The distinction between radionecrosis and tumor recurrence remains difficult, this distinction is facilitated by the dynamic study to study the perfusion of the cerebral parenchyma.

The contribution of FDG PET was evaluated in the follow-up of irradiated brain metastases. If it is less sensitive and less specific than the latest MRI techniques, it allows, coupled with MRI, to provide an additional argument in favor of tumor recurrence if the lesion is hypermetabolic. Its main limitation is physiological glucose hypermetabolism. 18F-DOPA PET, a labeled amino acid, provides a relevant complement to multimodality MRI in the differential diagnosis between radionecrosis and cerebral tumor recurrence. However, the diagnosis of certainty can only be histological. The evocative lesion is white matter coagulation necrosis associated with demyelination and vascular lesions (fibrinoid necrosis). In the absence of anatomopathological evidence, the diagnosis is based on the clinical and radiological evolution that supports the diagnosis.

The main goal of cerebral radionecrosis treatment is clinical cure with minimal risk of morbidity. Few therapeutic means are available. Surgical resection of the necrosis is risky and especially carried out in case of syndrome of intracranial hypertension or rapid progression of the clinical signs under symptomatic treatment. It is associated with a high risk of morbidity. As a result, the use of corticosteroids and symptomatic treatments is often the only remedy. The favorable response to corticosteroid therapy is explained by the vasogenic edema often associated with radionecrosis. However, the possibility and risks of side effects and, above all, prolonged corticosteroid dependence must be emphasized, in our case the evolution was favorable with corticotherapy.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is an alternative that has been used. Bevacizumab is a monoclonal antibody allowing a reduction in neoangiogenesis and a decrease in the permeability of the blood-brain barrier that has recently been proposed in the treatment of brain radionecrosis that is refractory to drug treatment and hyperbaric oxygen therapy. Further experiments will be needed to confirm the effect of hyperbaric oxygen in the treatment of cerebral radionecrosis. For the prognosis, Lee found a 5-year survival rate for cerebral radionecrosis of 59%, with or without treatment.

4. CONCLUSION

The diagnosis of cerebral radionecrosis is difficult, it relies on a clinical, radiological, dosimetric and evolutionary correlation. The new means of metabolic imaging (PET) will facilitate diagnosis. A better understanding of the pathophysiology of cerebral radionecrosis would help improve the prevention and treatment of cerebral radionecrosis. The fractionation dose is a major factor for the determinism of late neurological complications. Advances in radiotherapy techniques (conformational, with or without intensity modulation) should reduce the risk of cerebral radionecrosis by improving the protection of risky tissues. In the absence of effective treatment, prevention through better dosimetric planning is fundamental.
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